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Like Paul Erdos, H.S.M. (Donald) Coxeter (1907–
2003) was the exception to G.H. Hardy’s classic 
remark in his A Mathematician’s Apology that 
mathematicians do their best work as young men. 
Erdos was active and productive to the end of his 
83 years, and Coxeter presented his last 
conference paper shortly before he died at the 
very ripe age of 96!
Siobhan Roberts’ very readable biography of 
Coxeter is fascinating, not just for Coxeter’s 
longevity, but for his human personality and his 
mathematical achievements.
Although the whole book progresses through 
Coxeter’s life as a whole, many of the chapters 
survey overlapping parts of his life and career, 
the better to highlight the many different ways 
Coxeter interacted with an amazing range of 
people.
For example, Chapter 9 outlines Coxeter’s 
working connections with the similarly 
remarkable Buckminster Fuller, while Chapter 11 
explores Coxeter’s interactions with, influence on 
and interest in Maurits Escher, whose print Circle 
Limit III (1959) is Escher’s development of 
Coxeter’s textbook diagram of Henri Poincare’s 
fascinating “disk” — a 2-D circular diagram that 
shows a finite, bound space that contains an 
infinite hyperbolic geometry!
The roll call of mathematicians and others who 
Coxeter worked with or studied with or knew is 
astounding, including as well as those already 
mentioned, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Alan Turing, 
Herman Weyl, John von Neuman, Douglas 
Hofstadter, Bourbaki, Roger Penrose, Michael 
Atiyah, John Conway, and Benoit Mandelbrot.
Coxeter is known best, perhaps, for his work on 
polytopes, the study of generalised polygons and 
polyhedra into many dimensions, and Coxeter 
groups (that is, the symmetries) of such geometric 
shapes. This was a direct continuation of the 
creation of non-Euclidean geometries (by Gauss, 
Bolyai, Lobachevsky, Riemann, and others), and 
the synthesis of algebra and geometry in Felix 
Klein’s “Erlanger Program”. 
At a time when the mainstream of mathematics 
(including topology, and differential geometry) 
was increasingly abstract, relentlessly full of 
algebraic symbol systems, Coxeter relied on clear 
diagrams and 3-D models, like a latter-day Euclid. 
His persistence with classic geometry and its 
modern developments can be seen in the way, 
despite the efforts of New Math (inspired by the 
Bourbaki would-be revolution) to discard this, 
parts of classical Euclidean geometry survive in 
modern school curricula. The educational 
importance of dynamic geometry software, such 
as Geometer’s Sketch Pad, and Cabri Geometry is 
part of Coxeter’s educational legacy. Classrooms 
filled with regular Platonic polyhedra and 
stellated and truncated relatives are directly due 
to Coxeter’s editing of W.W. Rouse Ball’s classic 
Mathematical Recreations and Essays, which 
inspired Cundy and Rollett’s book on geometric 
constructions. Coxeter’s work continues in data 
mining, and in the use of projective geometry, 
computerised, where 3-D models are projected 
onto a flat screen, as in Computer-Generated 
Images! Very highly recommended!
